Real time atomic-scale visualization of Cu surface reversible activation in CO oxidation reaction.
Dynamic structural and chemical information of catalyst surface during a catalytic reaction is critical for deciphering the mechanisms governing the properties of catalysts. Transition-metal based catalysts have emerged as an important alternative to noble metal catalysts, but their catalytic mechanism remains largely elusive, complicated by dynamic structure and valence evolution. Herein, by using in situ aberration-corrected environmental transmission electron microscopy, we capture, for the first time at atomic level, the dynamic evolution of Cu surface during CO oxidation reaction. We discovered that, under reaction condition, the Cu surface is activated, typically involving 2-3 atomic layers with the formation of a reversible meta-stable phase that only exists during catalytic reactions. Further, we reveal the distinctive role of CO and O2 in the surface activation, featuring CO exposure to lead to surface roughening and consequently formation of low-coordinated Cu atoms, while O2 exposure to induce quasi-crystalline CuOx phase. Corrugated by DFT calculations, we rationalize crystalline CuOx reversibly transforms into the amorphous phase, acting as an active species to facilitate the interaction of gas reactants and catalyzing CO oxidation.